1. **SELECT!**
Choose one of the 40 slide images, or one of the 6 wheels. Slide images need to be sandwiched between slide holders.

2. **INSERT!**
Slide holders and wheels can be inserted in the back of the tracer.

3. **FOCUS!**
To adjust focus, you can move the orange slide up and down.

4. **TRACE!**
Move the lid up and down to adjust the image size. Trace with black marker and color in, or try tracing with all different colors. Experiment and see what happens. The possibilities are endless!

**ALSO...**
- Changing batteries
- You can rotate the drawing table!
- On/off button

**IMPORTANT**
* Always remember to turn off light after use!
* Avoid looking directly into the light. It’s very bright and could hurt your eyes.

[Link to Video Instructions: Go to www.alextoys.com Type in the quick search: Draw Like A Pro]
DRAW A SCENE:

1. Insert the frog wheel into the slot.
2. Raise or lower the projector lid so that the frog fits on the flip book page.

HINT: Try changing the position of the drawing table. This way you will have more space on the left and right side of your paper.

MIX 'N MATCH:

Compose wacky characters by combining faces with different bodies.

1. Insert wheel with faces and bodies into slot.
2. Select a face and trace.
3. Select a body type and trace.

TIP: Select a slide to create a background for your wacky character

IDEA: Create a group picture by setting a few faces next to each other, or move the tracer lid up and down to make silly sizes. Discover your own unique combinations!

MAKE A FLIP BOOK:

1. Insert the frog wheel into the slot.
2. Raise or lower the projector lid so that the frog fits on the flip book page.

TIP: If you are having trouble positioning the page, then make a corner out of tape to help line up your pages.

4. Trace one image on each page. Start with number 1. Move the wheel clockwise, line up the paper and keep tracing till you reach number 14.

TIP: When you trace, it helps to write the page number on the left side of the paper to help keep your place.

5. Add the clip to hold the pages together. You now have your very own hand drawn flip book!

HINT: You can trace all 14 images or even repeat them on the remaining pages. You will end up with a 28-page flipbook instead of 14-page flipbook, and the frog will catch 2 flies! You can also trace on the back of your pages to make double-sided books, or make up your own flip book!